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surveys of real users which indicate that TESLA’s assumptions of user flexibility hold
in practice. TESLA was evaluated on data gathered from over 110,000 meetings held
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These results and analysis show that, compared to the current systems, TESLA can
substantially reduce overall energy consumption.
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1 Introduction
Reducing energy consumption is an important goal for sustainability. Thus, conserving energy in commercial buildings is important as it is responsible for significant energy consumption. In 2008, commercial buildings in the U.S. consumed 18.5
QBTU 1 , representing 46.2% of building energy consumption and 18.4% of U.S. energy consumption [21]. This energy consumption is significantly affected by a large
number of meetings or events in those buildings. The main drivers of such energy
consumption include HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) systems,
lighting and electronic devices. Furthermore, a recent study shows that meeting frequency in commercial buildings is significant and continues to grow [15]. In 2001,
U.S. Fortune 500 companies are estimated to have held 11 million formal meetings
daily and 3 billion meetings annually.
Energy-oriented scheduling can assist in reducing such energy consumption [4,
36, 46]. Although conventional scheduling techniques compute the optimal schedule
for many meetings or events while satisfying their given requirements (i.e., computing a valid schedule) [12, 22, 31, 40], they have not typically considered energy consumption explicitly. More recently, there have been some trials to conserve energy
by consolidating meetings in fewer buildings [26, 32]. In particular, Portland State
University consolidated night and weekend classes, which were previously scattered
across 21 buildings, into five energy efficient buildings. By doing this, they reported
that electricity consumption was reduced by 18.5% (78,000 kWh) in the autumn compared to the previous three-year average. Similarly, Michigan State University consolidated classes and events into fewer buildings on campus, and energy reductions
in the seven buildings ranged from 2–20%, saving $16,904. However, these efforts
have been decided manually, and no underlying intelligent system was used.
Motivated by this prior work, we describe TESLA (Transformative Energy-saving
Schedule-Leveraging Agent), an agent for optimizing energy use in commercial
buildings. TESLA is a goal-seeking (to save electric energy), continuously running
autonomous agent. TESLA’s key insight is that adding flexibility, which is a novel
concept for capturing user scheduling constraints, to meeting schedules can lead
to significant energy savings. Users in a commercial building continuously submit
meeting requests to TESLA while indicating flexibility in their meeting preferences.
TESLA schedules these meetings in the most energy efficient manner while ensuring user comfort; but in cases where shifting meeting times can lead to significant
savings, TESLA interacts with users to request such a shift.
Based on TESLA, this paper provides four key contributions. First, it provides
online scheduling algorithms, which are at the heart of TESLA, and presents the
sample average approximation (SAA) method [2, 29] to solve a two-stage stochastic
mixed integer linear program (SMILP). This SMILP considers the flexibility of people’s preferences for energy-efficient scheduling of incrementally/dynamically arriving meetings and events. In this work, flexibility specifically refers to the number
of options made available by the user-specified scheduling constraints in terms of
1 QBTU indicates Quadrillion BTU, which is used as the common unit to explain global energy use. 1
BTU = 0.00029 kWh.
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starting time, locations and the deadline before committing to the finalized schedule
details. Second, TESLA also includes an algorithm to effectively identify key meetings that could lead to significant energy savings by adjusting their flexibility. Third,
this paper provides an extensive analysis of the energy saving results achieved by
TESLA. Lastly, surveys of real users are provided indicating that TESLA’s savings
can be realized in practice by effectively leading people to change their schedule flexibility. To validate our work, we used a public domain simulation testbed [21], fitted
it with details of our testbed building, and compared the simulation results against
real-world energy usage data. Our results show that, in a validated simulation using our testbed building, TESLA is projected to save about 94,000 kWh of energy
(roughly $18K) annually. Thus, TESLA can potentially offer energy saving benefits
to all commercial buildings where meetings affect energy usage.
Although we have focused on evaluating TESLA in commercial buildings,
TESLA can be applied to general scheduling domains where schedule flexibility
plays a key role for conserving energy. For instance, while scheduling home appliances in residential buildings [4, 28, 36, 44, 46], agents may consider people’s preferences and effectively adjust their appliance schedules (e.g., avoid running appliances
during peak hours) in order to save energy. Scheduling decentralized appliances in the
smart grid can be framed as a decentralized agent-based coordination problem, which
can be extended in distributing TESLA [13, 14, 42]. In addition, flexible scheduling
could be adopted for manufacturing systems as well [10, 38, 39] as there are many different sets of constraints/preferences while scheduling resources. In particular, specific temporal constraints on some activities such as local release dates (availability
of raw material) or due-dates (status review dates) are often flexible in practice, and
durations of activities are sometimes controllable, hence are a matter of preference as
well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe our testbed
buildings along with real data from those buildings. In Section 3, we describe the
TESLA system and the scheduling algorithms at the heart of it. Section 4 provides
evaluations for each of our algorithms using real-world meeting and energy data
which indicate that TESLA could potentially provide significant savings in overall
energy consumption. Section 5 discusses why TESLA works in detail by providing
an extensive analysis on energy savings. In Section 6, surveys of real meeting participants are provided. Section 7 discusses a number of related approaches for handling
energy-aware scheduling. We conclude this paper in Section 8.
This paper extends our AAMAS main track paper [19] and features a significant
amount of new material. First, Section 3.2.1 now formulates the online scheduling
problem as a stochastic mixed integer linear program (SMILP) in order to consider
various types of uncertainties as well as people’s flexibility. This formulation is more
expressive compared to our previous work, which presented a two-step process that
attempted to simulate an SMILP. In addition, we include a more general solution technique based on the sample average approximation (SAA) method to solve an SMILP.
Thus, we reran all the experiments using the SAA method with the same parameter
settings that were used in [19] and report new results in Section 4. Second, Section 3.2.2 discusses the algorithm to identify key meetings not only independently
as in [19] but also simultaneously as a group. As we have shown in the evaluation
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Fig. 1 The actual research testbed (library) at USC

section, this change has significant potential to improve the overall energy savings.
Third, an extensive analysis on energy savings achieved by TESLA is provided in
Section 5, which will help readers understand why TESLA works in detail. This
analysis was absent in [19]. Fourth, analysis based on the collected meeting request
data from SMU (Figure 4) was included in Section 2.2. This analysis was not present
in our previous work. Fifth, Section 4 has been significantly enhanced with several
new major results. In addition to the new results on SAA that we discussed above,
major new additional results include: (i) the scalability and accuracy analysis of the
SAA method to solve the SMILP (Section 4.1.2); (ii) energy saving results based on
a different prediction heuristic for the predictive non-myopic method (SAA) (Section
4.1.3); (iii) energy saving improvements when simultaneously identifying multiple
key meetings (Section 4.1.4); (iv) further energy savings utilizing the cancellation
rate of meeting requests (Section 4.1.5); and (v) energy validation results to verify
the simulation environment (Section 2.1) and full energy saving results based on real
meeting data collected from SMU (Section 4.1.3). Sixth, Section 6 has been strengthened by providing (i) a set of questions used in questionnaire in our human subject
experiments (Tables 8 – 10) and (ii) further discussion regarding potential strategic behaviors between agents and human users while focusing on a truthful and fair
mechanism at the end of Section 6. There are thus six significant areas of significant
improvement over our previous paper.
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Fig. 2 The current room reservation system at the testbed building

2 Research Testbed
2.1 Educational Building Testbed
Our system is to be deployed in an educational building. Figure 1 shows the testbed
building for TESLA’s deployment and the floor plans of 2nd and basement floors. It is
one of main libraries at the University of Southern California and has been designed
with a building management system. It hosts a large number of meetings (about 300
unique meetings per regular day) across 35 group study rooms. Each study room has
different physical properties including different types and numbers of devices and
facilities (e.g., video conferencing equipment, computer, projector, video recorder,
office electronic devices, etc.), room size, lighting specification, and maximum capacity (4 – 15 people). This building operates these study rooms 24 hours a day and
7 days a week except on national holidays. The temperature in group study rooms
is regulated by the facility managers according to two set ranges for occupied and
unoccupied periods of the day. HVAC systems always attempt to reach the pre-set
temperature regardless of the presence of people and their preferences in terms of
temperature. Lighting and appliance devices are manually controlled by users.
In this building, meetings are requested by users by a centralized online room
reservation system (see Figure 2). In the current reservation system, no underlying
intelligent system is used; instead, users reactively make a request based on the availability of room and time when they access the system. While users make a request
using the system, they are asked about additional information including the number
of meeting attendees and special requirements. Reservations can be made up to 7
days in advance.
Given the significant number of meetings per day and the centralized online meeting reservation system, this library testbed provides a good environment to test various energy-oriented scheduling techniques to mitigate energy consumption. TESLA’s
goal is to enable users to input flexibility in their scheduling request, to identify
key scheduling requests, and to use this information in algorithms that can provide
energy-efficient schedules to effectively conserve energy in commercial buildings.
To evaluate TESLA, we have built upon a simulation testbed [21] using real building
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Table 1 Energy consumption validation (kWh)

PP Period
PP
PP

Actual energy consumption
Simulated energy consumption
Average error (%)

(a) Meeting frequency data

Regular semester (Spring/Fall)

Summer break

Average

740.2
721.3
2.6

289.6
255.1
11.9

546.7
521.1
4.7

(b) Distribution of total meeting requests per day

Fig. 3 Real data analysis (USC)

data and validated with real-world energy data (see Table 1). We specifically compared the energy consumption calculated in the simulation testbed with actual energy
meter data from the testbed building (library) at the University of Southern California in 2012. As shown in Table 1, the average difference between actual energy meter
data and energy use from the simulation testbed was 4.7%, which strongly supports
our claim that the simulation testbed is realistic. This validated simulation environment is used to evaluate TESLA with real meeting data. In addition, we also test
TESLA on buildings at the Singapore Management University. SMU has a centralized web-based system that allows users to schedule meetings and events in over 500
conference/meeting rooms across eight buildings. More details regarding the data sets
from USC and SMU to test TESLA are provided in the next section.

2.2 Data Analysis
In collaboration with building system managers, we have been collecting data specifying the past usage of group study rooms, which are collected for 8 months (January
through August in 2012) at USC. The data for each meeting request includes the time
of request, starting time, time duration, specified room, and group size. The data set
contains 32,065 unique meetings, and their average meeting time duration is 1.78
hours.
Figure 3(a) shows the actual meeting frequency (y-axis) over time (24 hours, xaxis) of sampled 4 locations at USC (out of 35 rooms) based on the collected meeting
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Table 2 Meeting request arrival distribution
Time period
1 day before
1-2 days before
2-3 days
3-4 days
4-5 days
5-6 days
6-7 days
> 7 days

(a) Meeting frequency data

Likelihood (%)
55.73
18.40
8.72
5.52
3.68
3.05
3.35
1.56

(b) Distribution of total meeting requests per day

Fig. 4 Real data analysis (SMU)

request data. This figure shows the preferred slots of time and location (e.g., late afternoon (2–5pm) for time & 2nd floor (201A, 202E) compared to the basement for
location). Then, the system will be able to predict future situations based on this frequency data while scheduling requests as they arrive. Figure 3(b) shows the probability distribution over total meeting requests per day. The x-axis of the figure indicates
the total number of meeting requests per day (ranging from 0 to about 350) and the
y-axis shows how likely the system will have the given number of total meeting requests (x-axis) on one day. One can see that the probability of having 50 or fewer
meetings is 42.92% and the probability of having 250 or more meetings is 30.04%.
These are used to estimate the model of future meetings in our algorithm that will be
presented in Section 3.2.
Table 2 shows how early meeting requests were made. In the table, column 2
indicates the percentage of meetings that were requested within the given time period
(column 1). For instance, 55.73% of all meeting requests were made within 1 day
before the actual meeting day. This analysis would be helpful in understanding how
our algorithm could achieve significant energy savings in this domain.
While evaluating TESLA, we also consider another data set from SMU. The data
set contains over 80,000 meetings that have been collected for three months (August
through October) in 2011 at SMU, which gives us a sense regarding how TESLA
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Fig. 5 TESLA architecture: TESLA is a continuously running agent that supports four key features: (i)
energy-efficient scheduling; (ii) identification of key meetings; (iii) learning of user preferences; and (iv)
communication with users.

will handle energy-oriented scheduling problems in large buildings. Similar to Figure 3, Figure 4(a) shows the actual meeting frequency (y-axis) over time (24 hours,
x-axis) of sampled 4 locations at SMU (out of over 500 rooms) based on the collected
meeting request data. This figure shows the preferred slots of time and location. Figure 4(b) shows the probability distribution over total meeting requests per day. The
x-axis of the figure indicates the total number of meeting requests per day (ranging
from 0 to about 1200) and the y-axis shows how likely the system will have the given
number of total meeting requests (x-axis) on one day.

3 TESLA
In this section, we describe the overall architecture of TESLA and how to optimally
schedule meetings in real-world situations to conserve energy in commercial buildings.

3.1 TESLA Architecture
TESLA is a goal-seeking (to save energy), continuously running autonomous agent.
TESLA performs on-line energy-efficient scheduling while considering dynamically
arriving inputs from users; these dynamic inputs make the scheduling complex and
TESLA needs to learn a predictive model for users’ inputs and preferences (see Figure 5). More specifically, TESLA:
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– takes inputs (i.e., preferred time, location, the number of meeting attendees, etc.)
from different users and their proxy agents at different times (Sections 2 & 3.1)
– autonomously performs on-line energy-efficient scheduling as requests arrive
while balancing user comfort (Section 3.2.1)
– autonomously, on own initiative, interacts with different users based on identified
problematic key meetings in order to avoid bother cost to users while persuading
them to change meeting flexibility (Section 3.2.2)
– bases its non-myopic optimization on learned patterns of meetings (Sections 3.2.1
& 4)
As shown in Figure 5, meeting requests are the information we get from the interface of TESLA via the web interface (or via a proxy agent [34] on an individual user’s
hand-held device, in case the users have proxy agents, who have the corresponding
users’ preferences and behavior models with a certain level of adjustable autonomy).
TESLA focuses on minimizing unnecessary interactions by detecting a small number
of key meetings while negotiating with people to adjust their flexibility. TESLA may
interact with users’ proxy agents instead of the users themselves.

3.2 TESLA Algorithms
The objective of this work is to come up with energy efficient schedules in commercial buildings with a large number of meetings while considering (i) flexibility in
meeting requests over time, location and deadline; and (ii) user preferences with respect to energy and satisfaction. To account for these two constraints, we provide two
types of algorithms, which are at the heart of TESLA. First, we provide algorithms
that compute a schedule for known and predicted meeting requests which have flexibility in time, location and deadline. Second, based on the schedule obtained, we
provide algorithms that detect meeting requests which if modified (to increase flexibility) can result in significant energy savings.
3.2.1 Scheduling algorithms
Before describing our scheduling algorithms, we formally describe the scheduling
problem. Let T represent the entire set of time slots available and L represent the
set of available locations each day. A schedule request ri is represented as the tuple:
ri =< ai , Ti , Li , δi , di , ni >, where: ai is the arrival time of the request, Ti ⊂ T is
the set of preferred time slots for the start of the event and Li ⊂ L is a set of preferred
locations. di is the deadline by which the time and location for the meeting should
be notified to the user, δi is the duration for the event and finally, ni is the number of
attendees.
The flexibility of the meeting request ri is a tuple denoted by αi : < αiT , αiL ,
d
αi >.2
2 Flexibility is already present in the meeting request as its constraints, and α is a measure of such
constraints.
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Fig. 6 Disjoint sets of R

|Ti |−1
– αiT : time flexibility of meeting i. αiT = |T
|−δi × 100 (|T | > δi ; i.e., |T | is 24
hours per day).
i |−1
– αiL : location flexibility of meeting i. αiL = |L
|L|−1 × 100 (|L| > 1).

– αid : deadline flexibility of meeting i. αid =

di −ai
d∗
i −ai

× 100, where d∗i is the latest

notification time (e.g., midnight on the meeting day) (d∗i > ai ). 0 ≤ αid ≤ 100
For instance, given only one time slot (|Ti | = 1), αiT = 0 and all available time
slots (|Ti | = |T | − δi + 1), αiT = 100. Assuming that people give Ti = 4–7pm on
Monday and their meeting time duration is 2 hours, then αiT = (4-1)/(24-2) × 100
= 13.64%. Likewise, given only one location slot (|Li | = 1), αiL = 0 and given all
available locations (|Li | = |L|), αiT = 100.
We now define specific disjoint sets of meeting requests, R, that will enable us to
characterize different types of scheduling algorithms, where t is the time to schedule
a given set of requests R.
– RS (t) = {i : di = t and ai ≤ t}: a set of requests that have to be scheduled at
time t
– RA (t) = {i : di < t and ai < t}: a set of requests that were assigned before time
t
– RK (t) = {i : di > t and ai ≤ t}: a set of known future requests, which arrived
before time t, but will be scheduled in the future
– RU (t) = {i : di > t and ai > t}: a set of unknown future requests
As a simple example (shown in Figure 6), let us consider that we have 4 meeting requests (r1 , r2 , r3 , and r4 ), which are supposed to be scheduled on the same
day. The current time is t. According to the definition, RS (t) = {r2 }, RA (t) =
{r1 }, RK (t) = {r3 }, and RU (t) = {r4 }.
Given a set of requests, R, we provide a two-stage stochastic mixed integer linear
program (SMILP) to compute a schedule that minimizes the overall energy consumption. Stochastic programming has provided a framework for modeling optimization
problems that involve uncertainty [6, 9, 16, 35]. Whereas deterministic optimization
problems are formulated with known parameters, real world problems almost invariably include some unknown parameters. In particular, our scheduling problem
aims to optimally schedule incrementally/dynamically arriving requests, and thus we
should consider uncertainty in terms of future requests, which makes deterministic
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optimization techniques inapplicable. To address this challenge, we specifically formulate our scheduling problem as a two-stage stochastic program. Here the decision
variables are partitioned into two sets. The first stage variables are decided before the
actual realization of the uncertain parameters are known. Afterward, once the random
events have exhibited themselves, further decisions can be made by selecting the values of the second stage. The second stage decision variables can be made to minimize
penalties that may occur as a result of the first stage decision. This SMILP will be run
every time a new meeting request arrives (or after a batch of meeting requests arrive
in close succession).
The notation that will be employed in the SMILP is as follows:

– xil,t is the first stage binary variable that is set to 1 if meeting request ri is scheduled in location l starting at time t.
i
– El,t
is a constant that is computed for a meeting request ri if it is scheduled in
location l at time t using the HVAC energy consumption equations.
– C is a constant that indicates the reduction in energy consumption because of
scheduling a meeting in the previous time slot. Although we assumed that C is
a constant for simplicity in this work, it depends on different factors of previous
meetings in practice.
– eil,t is a continuous variable that corresponds to the energy consumed because of
scheduling meeting i in location l at time t. The value of this variable is affected
based on whether there is a meeting scheduled in the previous time slot (t−1), i.e.,
the reduction that would occur at location l at time
was scheduled
P t if a meeting
0
i
at location l at time t − 1. 3 eil,t = xil,t · El,t
− i0 ∈R\{i} xil,t−1 · C.
i
– Sl,t
is a value that indicates the satisfaction level obtained with users in meeting
request ri for scheduling the meeting in location l at time t. B is a threshold on
the satisfaction level required by users.
– M is an arbitrarily large positive constant.
– Q(x, ξ) is the value function of future energy consumption, where ξ represents
uncertainty over the second stage problem (i.e., future meeting situations in our
problem). ξ determines a vector of parameters, (w, q).
j
– wl,t
is the second stage binary variable that is set to 1 if meeting request rj in a
future meeting request set is scheduled in location l starting at time t.
j
– ql,t
is a continuous second stage variable that corresponds to the future energy
consumed because of scheduling meeting j in location l at time t.

We first provide the SMILP and a detailed explanation of the constraints.

3 ei gets affected by a meeting in the previous time slot in the same location. This is because adjacent
l,t
meetings affect the indoor temperature, which makes HVACs operate differently to maintain the desired
temperature level.
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min e + E[Q(x, ξ)]

(1)

{Choose the optimal first stage variables that minimizes the sum of first stage costs
and the expected value of the second stage}
s.t.
X XX

e≥

eil,t ,

(2)

i∈R\RU t∈T l∈L

{Computing the first stage cost e}
X
0
i
eil,t = xil,t · El,t
−
xil,t−1 · C,

∀i ∈ R \ RU , l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(3)

i0 ∈R\RU \{i}

{Computing energy consumption while considering the back-to-back meeting effect}
eil,t ≥ 0,
∀i ∈ R \ RU , l ∈ L, t ∈ T
XX
i
xil,t · Sl,t
≥ B,
∀i ∈ R \ RU

(4)
(5)

t∈T l∈L

{Checking if the computed schedule maintains the given comfort level B}
X
xil,t ≤ 1,
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(6)

i∈R\RU

X

t+δ
i −1
X

i0 ∈R\RU \{i}

t0 =t

0

xil,t0 ≤ M (1 − xil,t ),

∀l ∈ L, i ∈ R \ RU , t ∈ T

(7)

{Checking the allocation restrictions that for each assignment slot, only one meeting
can be scheduled considering the given time duration of meeting}
xil,t ∈ {0, 1},

∀i ∈ R \ RU , l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(8)

{The first stage binary variable}
X XX j
Q(x, ξ) ≥
ql,t ,

(9)

j∈RU l∈L t∈T

{Computing the second stage cost Q}
X
j
j
j
ql,t
= wl,t
· El,t
−
xil,t−1 · C −
i∈R\RU

X
i∈R\RU

X

xil,t+1 · C −

0

j
wl,t−1
· C,

j 0 ∈RU \{j}

(10)
{Computing energy consumption while considering the back-to-back meeting effect
caused by the first and second stage variables}
j
ql,t
≥ 0,
∀j ∈ RU , l ∈ L, t ∈ T
X j
wl,t ≤ 1,
∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(11)
(12)

j∈RU

X

t+δ
i −1
X

j∈RU

t0 =t

j
i
wl,t
0 ≤ M (1 − xl,t ),

∀l ∈ L, i ∈ R \ RU , t ∈ T

(13)

{Checking the allocation restrictions against the first stage assignment slots}
t+δj −1

X

X

j 0 ∈RU \{j}

t0 =t

0

j
j
wl,t
0 ≤ M (1 − wl,t ),

∀l ∈ L, j ∈ RU , t ∈ T

(14)

{Checking the allocation restrictions against the second stage assignment slots}
j
wl,t
∈ {0, 1},

∀j ∈ RU , l ∈ L, t ∈ T

{The second stage binary variable}

(15)
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The objective of the SMILP above is to choose the optimal first stage variables
(i.e., the optimal assignment of meeting requests to locations and time slots that is
∗
characterized by the solution, xil,t ). The optimal first stage variable, x∗ , is selected
in a way that the sum of first stage costs e (i.e., the energy consumption when the
current meeting request is scheduled) and the expected value of the second stage or
recourse costs E[Q(x, ξ)] (i.e., the expected energy consumption that will be realized
by future meeting requests) is minimized. In this formulation, at the first stage we
have to make a decision before the realization of the uncertain data ξ, which is viewed
as a random vector that determines future meeting requests, is known. At the second
stage, after a realization of ξ becomes available, we optimize our behavior by solving
an appropriate optimization problem.
Constraints (2) – (8) are a set of enforcement for deciding first stage variables,
and constraints (9) – (15) enforce conditions for second stage variables. More specifically, constraint (3) is for computing energy consumption considering the back-toback meeting effect. In particular, we subtract from the energy consumed by this
meeting indexed by i at time t, the impact due to meetings (indexed by i0 ), that were
scheduled at the prior time slot t − 1. Constraint (5) is for checking if the computed
schedule maintains the given comfort level B. Constraints (6) and (7) are the allocation restrictions that for each assignment slot, only one meeting can be scheduled
considering the given time duration of meeting. In particular, M in constraint (7) is
an arbitrarily large positive constant to enforce only one meeting is scheduled at a
location during the duration of the meeting. If meeting i is assigned to location l and
time t (xil,t = 1), then any other meeting requests cannot be assigned to the same
slot. If xil,t = 0, the constraint does not block any other meeting requests from being
assigned to that slot as the right-hand side of the equation is not bounded due to an
arbitrarily large constant of M . Constraint (9) is to compute the optimal value of the
second stage problem while satisfying constraints (10) – (15) which are similar to
constraints (3) – (8). Specifically, constraint (10) is for computing the energy reduction that would occur if there are any consecutive meetings among the requests in
RU (i.e., check with w) and if any future meetings have this back-to-back effect with
either already assigned meetings or ones that have to be scheduled in R \ RU (i.e.,
check with x).
We now describe the sample average approximation (SAA) method [2, 29] to
solve the given SMILP. The main idea of the SAA approach to solve stochastic programs is as follows. A sample ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N realizations of the random vector ξ is generated, and consequently the expected value function E[Q(x, ξ)] in the stochastic
PN
n
program (1) is approximated by the weighted average function n=1 pU
n Q(x, ξ ),
n
where pU
is
the
likelihood
that
ξ
is
realized.
Recall
that
ξ
is
the
random
vector
that
n
determines future meeting requests in our formulation (i.e., each realization ξ n has a
different number of future meeting requests and corresponding request tuples). More
specifically, we have a probability distribution pT over the possible range of total
meeting requests per day (shown in Figures 3(b) & 4(b)). Then, the likelihood that k
more meetings will arrive on the same day assuming we currently have s meetings so
far is equivalent to the likelihood that ξ n is realized with k unknown future requests:
T
U
pU
n (k) = p (s + k). For those k future meeting requests in Rn , we generate random
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request tuples (specifically, Ti & Li ) based on the actual distribution over the assignment spots as shown in Figures 3(a) & 4(a). Then, for a sample n (1 ≤ n ≤ N ), the
original SMILP is reformulated as follows:

min e +

N
X

n
pU
n Q(x, ξ )

(16)

n=1

{Using SAA, the expected value of the second stage cost is approximated by
the weighted average function. Then, we still choose the optimal first stage
variable that minimizes the sum of the first and second stage costs}
s.t.
Constraints (2) – (8),
X XX
n
qj,l,t
Q(x, ξ n ) ≥
,

(17)

U l∈L t∈T
j∈Rn

n
n
qj,l,t
= wj,l,t
· Ej,l,t −

X

xi,l,t−1 · C −

i∈R\RU

X

X

xi,l,t+1 · C −

i∈R\RU

wjn0 ,l,t−1 · C,

U \{j}
j 0 ∈Rn

(18)
n
qj,l,t

≥ 0,

X

∀j ∈

n
wj,l,t
≤ 1,

RnU , l

∈ L, t ∈ T

(19)

∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(20)

U
j∈Rn

X

t+δ
i −1
X

U
j∈Rn

t0 =t

n
wj,l,t
0 ≤ M (1 − xi,l,t ),

∀l ∈ L, i ∈ R \ RU , t ∈ T

(21)

t+δj −1

X

X

U \{j}
j 0 ∈Rn

t0 =t

n
wj,l,t
∈ {0, 1},
N
X
n=1
{pU
n

n
wjn0 ,l,t0 ≤ M (1 − wj,l,t
),

∀l ∈ L, j ∈ RnU , t ∈ T

∀j ∈ RnU , l ∈ L, t ∈ T

pU
n =1

(22)
(23)
(24)

is the likelihood that ξ n is realized, where ξ is a random variable that

determines future meeting requests U }

The obtained sample average approximation (16) of the stochastic program is
then solved using a standard branch and bound algorithm such as those implemented
in commercial integer programming solvers such as CPLEX.
As benchmark algorithms for comparison purposes, we provide two optimization heuristics: myopic and full-knowledge. We have the myopic optimization algorithm, which obtains a schedule by considering the following request set: R =
(RA (t) ∪ RS (t) ∪ RK (t)). A schedule and energy consumption are obtained without
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accounting for future unknown meetings. Thus, the myopic heuristic only considers
the first stage decision variables in our SMILP. In the full-knowledge method, we
compute the final schedule while assuming that the entire set of meeting requests R
is given, which is ideal. Thus, for the full-knowledge method, we have one actual
realization with probability 1.0 for computing the second stage costs in the SMILP.
The performance comparison results will be provided in Section 4.
3.2.2 Identifying key meetings
TESLA computes the optimal schedule considering the given flexibility (or scheduling constraints) of meetings. It can obtain more energy-efficient schedules by increasing flexibility (i.e., relaxing those constraints). We now provide an algorithm that
finds meeting requests, which if made more flexible will reduce energy consumption
significantly.
Algorithm 1 I DENTIFY K EY M EETINGS (R)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

U←∅
{Initialize a set of key meetings}
for all I ⊂ 2R do
{R is a set of requests.}
if I S S AVING C ANDIDATE (I) then
U←U∪I
return U

Algorithm 1 describes the overall flow of the algorithm. We first initialize a set
that will contain key meetings identified by our algorithm (line 1). For each subset
of the power set of meeting requests R, we then examine whether or not the current
meeting set I is a key meeting set by relying on Algorithm 2 (line 6).
Algorithm 2 recursively determines if the given meeting set I is a candidate set
that gives significant potential energy savings. The meeting set I is detected as a key
meeting set only if the expected energy savings of meeting requests in I are monotonically increasing and show higher energy improvements than the given threshold
value (τ ; a certain level of additional energy savings that we desire to achieve with the
selected key meetings) by relaxing their flexibility. To handle this, we first compute
the expected energy savings of the meeting set I when its flexibility level is changed
from the initial level αI to the desired level αI0 assuming the other meetings’ flexibility levels are fixed (line 1). The expected energy saving value of meeting set I,
VI = (EαI − Eα0I )/EαI (0 ≤ VI ≤ 1), where EαI is the current total energy consumption with the given level of flexibility αI , and Eα0I is the reduced total energy
consumption if the meeting set I’s flexibility is changed to one of k possible op0
tions, αI,k
, while others keep their given flexibility levels. In this work, we consider
a heuristic for setting the threshold value to investigate whether or not the current
meeting set I is an energy saving candidate set: a fixed single threshold value τ (line
5; e.g., 0.4 as a universal threshold).
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Algorithm 2 I S S AVING C ANDIDATE (I )
1: VI ← C AL E XP E NERGY S AVINGS (αI , {α0I,1 , . . . , α0I,k })
2: {αI is an initially given flexibility of meetings in I, and α0I,k is one of the desired flexibility options
for meetings in I. C AL E XP E NERGY S AVINGS computes energy gains, VI , by relaxing flexibility of
meeting requests in I.}
3:
4: if |I| = 1 then
5:
if VI > τ then
6:
{If the computed energy gains VI is higher than a given threshold value τ , it is considered as a
key meeting.}
7:
return TRUE
8:
else
9:
return FALSE
10: else if |I| > 1 then
11:
{Recursively call I S S AVING C ANDIDATE with possible subsets}
12:
for all i ∈ I do
13:
I’ ← I\{i}
14:
VI 0 ← C AL E XP E NERGY S AVINGS (αI 0 , {α0I 0 ,1 , . . . , α0I 0 ,k })
15:
if VI − VI 0 > 0 then
16:
{Only if the energy savings are monotonically increasing by adding a meeting request i (or
monotonically decreasing by excluding a meeting request i), proceed}
17:
return I S S AVING C ANDIDATE (I 0 )

4 Empirical Validation
We evaluate the performance of TESLA and experimentally show that it can conserve
energy by providing more energy-efficient schedules in commercial buildings. At
the end of this section, we provide actual survey results that we have conducted on
schedule flexibilities of real users. The experiments were run on Intel Core2 Duo
2.53GHz CPU with 8GB main memory. We solved our MILP formulations using
CPLEX version 12.1. All techniques were evaluated for 100 independent trials and
we report the average values. Energy consumption was computed using the simulator
described earlier in Section 2.1.

4.1 Simulation Results
In this section, we provide the simulation results (i) to verify if flexibility really helps
TESLA compute energy-efficient schedules; (ii) to extensively evaluate the overall
performance of the SAA method while varying the sample size and flexibility; and
(iii) to measure energy saving benefits by identifying key meetings and by considering the cancellation rate.
4.1.1 Does flexibility help?
As an important first step in deploying TESLA, we first verified if the agent could
save more energy with more flexibility while scheduling given meeting and event
requests. To that end, we compared the energy consumption of three different approaches using the real-world meeting data mentioned in Section 2.2: (i) the current
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Fig. 7 Energy savings: Actual - the amount of energy consumed in simulation based on the past schedules
obtained from the current manual reservation system; Random - energy consumption while randomly
perturbing the starting time and location of meeting requests from the same past schedules while keeping
meeting time duration; Optimal - Energy consumption measured in simulation based on optimal schedules
computed from an SMILP with the fully known meeting request set and full flexibility

benchmark approach in use at the testbed building; (ii) a random method that randomly assigns time and location for meetings; and (iii) the optimal method using the
full-knowledge optimization technique described in Section 3.2.
Figure 7 shows the average daily energy consumption in kW h computed based
on schedules from the three algorithms above. In the figure, the consumption is the
amount of energy consumed based on the past schedules obtained from the current manual reservation system, which shows a very similar performance to the random approach. The optimal method assuming the full amount of flexibility (i.e., 24
hours for αT , 35 rooms for αL and delay the deadline before which the final schedule should be informed for αd ) achieved statistically significant energy savings of
50.05% compared to the current energy consumption at the testbed site. These savings are practically significant, and also statistically significant (paired-sample t-test;
p < 0.01). These savings are equivalent to annual savings of about $18,600 considering an energy rate of $0.193/kWh [41] and CO2 emissions from the energy use of
5.5 homes for one year. Thus, flexibility can help save energy.
4.1.2 Online scheduling method with flexibility: Determining the sample size in the
TESLA SMILP
In this section, we first investigated the runtime and solution qualities for solving the
SMILP while varying the number of samples (see Figure 8). Figure 8(a) shows the
results of the runtime analysis in seconds (y-axis) for sample sizes N = 10 to 100
(x-axis). As shown in the figure, the runtime increases in an exponential fashion as
the sample size N increases. However, Figure 8(b) shows that its solution quality
also increases (y-axis) (i.e., the estimated optimality gap decreases) as the number of
samples N increases. For evaluating the generated solution for each of sample size
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(a) Scalability: runtime

(b) Accuracy: average error

Fig. 8 Scalability and accuracy while varying the number of samples (N)

Fig. 9 Energy savings while varying flexibility (USC)

N , we generated M independent samples (i.e., replications) of the uncertain parameters, and evaluated the obtained solution in each m ∈ M replication. In this work,
we specifically used 1,000 independent replications for measuring the estimated optimality. Comparing the full-knowledge schedules based on actual realization of each
of the 1000 samples with the schedule from the SMILP gives us the percentage error.
Based on this result, throughout the paper, we set N = 50 to solve the SAA problem. This sample size has a reasonable runtime without a significant compromise in
solution quality.
4.1.3 Performance of online scheduling method with flexibility
We next compared solution qualities of the three scheduling algorithms in TESLA
presented in Section 3.2.1. Figure 9 shows that how much each algorithm saves when
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Table 3 Performance comparison between SAA and myopic

H

HH
H

Optimality difference

Max

Min

Average

57.89%

0.50%

12.73%

compared to the optimal value (i.e., full-knowledge optimization assuming the full
flexibility) while varying the time and location flexibility level (assuming 0% deadline flexibility). The flexibility in our model represents a 3-dimensional space (time,
location and deadline), which we have thoroughly explored. We show results exploring deadline flexibility later.
The optimality percentage on the y-axis of Figure 9 is computed as follows: (Ea −
Ec )/(Ea − Eo ). Here Ea is the actual energy consumption without any flexibility,
Eo is the optimal energy consumption, and Ec is the computed energy consumption
using three different scheduling algorithms that we compare using the real meeting
data.
Figure 9 shows the average optimality in percentage of each algorithm (M: myopic, P: predictive non-myopic (SAA) and F: full-knowledge) while varying the location flexibility (αL ; x-axis) and time flexibility (αT ; each graph assumed the different
amount of αT as indicated in the legend). In the figure, for each pair of flexibility values (αT , αL ), we report the average optimality in percentage (i.e., 100% indicates the
optimal value, and 0% means that there was no improvement from the actual energy
consumption). For instance, when flexibility (αT , αL ) = (31.5%, 58.8%), the myopic
method achieved an optimality of 50.8%. In the figure, higher values indicate better
performance.
As shown in Figure 9, as users provide more flexibility, TESLA can compute
schedules with less energy consumption. The gain in optimality from myopic to predictive non-myopic (SAA) is because the latter can leverage user flexibility to put a
meeting in a suboptimal spot at the meeting request time to account for future meetings, yielding better results at the actual day of meetings. For example, a flexible
meeting request can be moved away from a known popular time-location spot. We
conclude that (i) the predictive non-myopic (SAA) method is superior to the myopic
method. Table 3 shows the average performance comparison results between the predictive non-myopic (SAA) method and the myopic technique. As shown in the table,
the maximum and average optimality differences between the two methods (i.e., optimality of the SAA - optimality of the myopic) are 57.89% and 12.73%, respectively,
which are significant. In addition, for 12.50% of cases, the predictive non-myopic
(SAA) optimization showed over 20% higher optimality than the myopic method;
(ii) the predictive non-myopic (SAA) method performs almost as well as the full-
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Table 4 % of optimal energy savings: varying αT , αL , and pf (USC)
Alg.
M

0

P

F

T. flex. (αT )

M
P
31.5
F
M
P
67.5
F

pf

Location flexibility (αL )
23.5
47.1
70.6
94.1

1.0
0.8
0.5
0.2
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.2
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.2

6.6
5.6
4.9
3.3
9.7
8.6
6.4
4.2
9.9
8.3
6.7
4.9
46.3
48.1
49.0
41.9
29.9
16.1
81.8
84.4
86.3
73.3
53.7
29.4

6.7
6.0
4.9
3.8
9.8
9.3
6.9
4.9
10.1
8.6
6.9
5.1
46.5
48.5
49.2
43.3
30.7
16.7
82.5
86.3
86.8
73.5
54.4
30.6

17.8
14.5
13.8
8.4
22.7
20.9
15.6
9.8
23.6
20.7
16.9
11.3
55.8
62.1
63.0
55.5
43.9
26.9
89.6
95.4
96.0
87.9
65.0
38.2

23.3
21.2
18.2
12.0
24.8
23.2
18.6
12.9
25.8
24.0
19.1
13.6
61.4
62.7
63.1
57.6
44.5
27.2
96.0
96.8
97.5
91.3
67.8
41.4

(M: myopic, P: predictive non-myopic (SAA), F: full-knowledge)

knowledge optimization (about 98%) 4 ; and (iii) full flexibility is not required to start
accruing benefits of flexibility.
In the real-world, it is hard to imagine that all people will simply comply and
change their flexibility to achieve such optimality. Thus, we provide one additional
result shown in Table 4 which varies the percentage of meetings that will have flexibility (pf ). We show αT along the rows and αL along the columns. In particular, the
value of row 10 and column 5 (highlighted in the table) shows the optimality achieved
by the predictive method assuming that 20% of meetings (randomly selected) have
(αT , αL ) = (0%, 23.5%) flexibility and the remaining 80% have no flexibility. Our
main conclusions are: (i) if we increase pf , we are able to achieve a higher optimality; and (ii) flexibility in a small number of meetings can lead to significant energy
reduction. This motivates considering more intelligent identification of key meetings
to change their flexibility (described in the next section).
We also compared the performance of the three algorithms while varying the
deadline flexibility, αd . In Table 5, columns indicate different amounts of deadline
4 The average performance of the predictive non-myopic (SAA) optimization depends on the prediction
method of future requests. We, thus, additionally tested a more sophisticated prediction method considering
the time factor that is one of key features determining the overall trend of requests (i.e., when the meeting
requests arrive at the system to be scheduled; e.g., regular semester vs. summer/ winter break). With this
additional consideration, the predictive non-myopic (SAA) method improved the overall performance of
the predictive method by 1.1%.
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Table 5 Percentage of optimal energy savings: varying αd (USC)

PP
P
Alg.

d

α
0.0
PP
P

M
P
F

82.5
86.3
86.8

22.2

44.4

66.7

88.9

83.4
86.4
86.8

84.0
86.7
86.8

84.2
86.7
86.8

84.2
86.8
86.8

(M: myopic, P: predictive non-myopic (SAA), F: full-knowledge)

Fig. 10 Energy savings while varying flexibility (SMU)
Table 6 Percentage of optimal energy savings: varying αd (SMU)

PP
d
P α
Alg. PPP
M
P
F

0.0

22.2

44.4

66.7

88.9

85.30
93.01
95.21

87.22
93.05
95.21

89.02
94.56
95.21

89.41
94.87
95.21

90.06
95.14
95.21

(M: myopic, P: predictive non-myopic (SAA), F: full-knowledge)

flexibility and values are the optimality of each algorithm assuming a fixed time and
location flexibility (αT , αL ) = (67.5%, 47.1%). As we increase the deadline flexibility, both myopic and predictive non-myopic (SAA) methods converge to the fullknowledge optimization result. This is because as the deadline flexibility increases,
we can delay scheduling until we have more information. In this particular case of
αT and αL , we do not necessarily see significant benefits by providing more deadline flexibility since the myopic and predictive non-myopic (SAA) methods already
achieved fairly high optimality compared to the full-knowledge method. While the
optimality percentage changes are small, given the vast amount of energy consumed
by large-scale facilities, these reductions can lead to significant energy savings. We
are investigating conditions where our algorithms get more benefits by deadline flexibility.
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Table 7 Energy improvement of identified key meetings (%)

H
H α
α0 HH
(0,23.5)
(0,47.1)
(0,70.6)
(31.5,23.5)
(31.5,47.1)
(31.5,70.6)

(0,23.5)

(0,47.1)

(0,70.6)

(31.5,23.5)

(31.5,47.1)

16.08
30.08
32.05
46.18
46.52

29.17
36.27
38.33

34.36

29.17
31.07

26.08

The same types of analysis are performed with another data set from SMU and
results are presented in Figure 10. The figure shows the average optimality in percentage of each algorithm (M: myopic, P: predictive non-myopic (SAA) and F: fullknowledge) on the y-axis while varying the time flexibility (αT ; each graph assumed
the different amount of αT as indicated in the legend) and location flexibility (αL ;
x-axis). We assume the deadline flexibility (αd ) of 0%. Similar to earlier results, the
predictive method achieved about 97% optimality compared to the full-knowledge
optimization and showed higher value than the myopic approach. We also compared
the performance of the three algorithms while varying the deadline flexibility. In Table 6, values are the optimality of each algorithm assuming a fixed time and location
flexibility, (31.5%, 47.1%). Here we see more pronounced energy savings at SMU as
αd increases compared to the USC results.

4.1.4 Performance of identifying key meetings
We evaluated the performance of the algorithm to identify key meetings for energy
reduction. In our tests, we selected 10 meetings individually using the algorithm presented in Section 3.2.2 and calculated the average energy savings if those selected
meetings changed their flexibility.
Table 7 shows the average energy savings as described for various flexibility transitions. Columns indicate the initial level of flexibility (α = (αT , αL )) and rows show
the requested level of flexibility (α0 = (α0T , α0L )). For instance, the value in row 4
and column 3 (highlighted in the table) indicates a 29.17% average energy savings
improvement if flexibility of 10 key meetings are changed from (0%, 47.1%) to (0%,
70.6%). An important interpretation of that results is that changing the flexibility of
key meetings, when those ones are from an appropriately chosen set, contributed to
significant energy savings. We also tested how much we can save energy if we choose
key meetings simultaneously rather than independently. Assuming the current flexibility is (0%, 23.5%) (column 2 in Table 7), if we choose 10 key meetings at the same
time using the same algorithm presented in Section 3.2.2, the average energy savings
were improved by 10.3% (i.e., 44.48% of energy saving improvements on average).
In the future, we will investigate another heuristic to set a feasible threshold value
based on a learned profile of user likelihood of changing meeting flexibility.
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Fig. 11 Average energy improvement while considering the cancellation rate of meeting requests

4.1.5 Considering the cancellation rate

According to the real meeting data collected for eight months (January through August in 2012) at USC, about 10.12% (3,245 out of 32,065) of the total meeting requests were canceled, which gives us another insight to achieve further energy savings
by utilizing this feature. To incorporate this feature into our SMILP formulation 5 , we
change constraint (7) as follows:
P r(

P

i0 ∈R\RU \{i}

Pt+δi −1
t0 =t

xi0 ,l,t0 ≤ M (1 − xi,l,t )) ≥ 1 − αc

The constraint above is given in the form of the chance constrained programming
that relaxes the allocation restrictions (i.e., with a probability of αc , the given allocation restrictions can be violated). In this work, we tested how much additional energy
savings can be achieved by allowing the system to overbook meeting rooms that are
taken by meeting requests that may be canceled, which is systematically controlled
by the cancellation rate (αc ) in the stochastic program. If any schedule conflicts occur
by TESLA, TESLA greedily finds the currently available best slots in terms of energy
savings for resolving conflict in meetings.
A result is provided in Figure 11. The y-axis in the figure indicates the average
energy saving improvements in percentage while varying the cancellation rate (αc )
on the x-axis. These average values were measured over 100 independent trials. As
shown in the figure, as we set a higher αc , the overall average energy savings increase.
In particular, with 10.12% cancellation rate that was obtained from the real-world
data, the expected energy saving improvement was about 14.78%, which is fairly
significant.
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Fig. 12 Energy savings by TESLA: the percentage of energy savings per each energy consumer and factor

(a) Average room usage density

(b) Room size

Fig. 13 Energy saving analysis: room size

5 Analysis: Savings due to TESLA
There are three major components that affect energy consumption in commercial
buildings: HVACs (accounting for 35% of the entire energy consumption in commercial buildings), lighting (27%), and electronic devices (about 10%) [18]. TESLA focuses on these three energy consumers to save energy by computing energy-efficient
schedules that exploit key factors that affect energy consumption of each building
component. Figure 12 shows the percentage of energy savings per each energy consumer and factor in TESLA assuming an actually measured time and location flexibility (αT , αL ) = (25.34%, 16.05%) from surveys of real users. For instance, as shown
in the figure, 47.4% of energy savings by TESLA is achieved through more energyefficient operations of HVACs. More specifically, TESLA shifts meetings to suitable
smaller offices or non-peak time and packs meetings together, and those strategies
result in a significant energy reduction for HVACs.
5

Note that canceled meetings were not considered while scheduling meetings in the earlier results.
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Fig. 14 Energy savings only by HVACs (Non-peak Time)

5.1 HVACs
Key assumptions The following assumptions are made in TESLA:
– HVACs are centrally regulated by the university facility management team to
satisfy two pre-defined temperature ranges: occupied time zone (8am to 6pm:
70–75F) and unoccupied time zone (rest of the hours: 60–80F).
– While optimizing schedules, the threshold of people’s comfort level was set to
50%, which is a configurable parameter.
Factors impacting HVAC energy As shown in Figure 12, given the above assumptions, HVACs accounted for 47.4% of the overall energy savings. Numbers in the
parentheses below indicate the amount of energy savings by each of the following
three factors:
– Room Size: TESLA focuses on assigning meetings to smaller spaces while considering the number of meeting attendees, since a larger room requires more energy than a smaller room when occupied for the same amount of time (38.3%).
Figure 13 shows the actual and optimal usage density and the physical size (yaxis) of 35 different rooms (x-axis) in the testbed building at USC. As shown in
the figure, TESLA generates the schedule that uses 18.16% less space compared
to the actual schedule, which clearly proves that TESLA provides more energyefficient schedules by assigning meetings to smaller spaces.
– Non-peak Time: TESLA avoids the peak time in terms of energy and popularity
considering the given constraints/flexibility. Since an unoccupied time zone requires less energy than occupied time zone when the same room is occupied for
the same amount of time, TESLA focuses on assigning meetings under an unoccupied time zone as much as possible (29.5%). However, since an unoccupied
time zone has a wider regulated temperature range, this optimization may cause
a drop in the average comfort level of people. While this flexibility of holding the
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meeting at non-peak time is assumed to be part of the meeting request, this drop
in comfort level is worth further investigation. The first point to note is that the
amount of energy savings achieved by the non-peak time factor itself is less significant (i.e., 13.93%) compared to other factors. Thus, in Figure 14, we provide a
result that shows how the non-peak time factor affects the overall energy savings
(y-axis) while varying the unoccupied time zone temperature (x-axis). As shown
in the figure, as we reduce a temperature range for the unoccupied time zone,
the amount of energy savings by the non-peak time factor decreases, but TESLA
can still achieve meaningful energy savings while satisfying the given comfort
level constraint. Furthermore, TESLA provides a flexible architecture that allows
people to configure the temperature value accordingly under different situations.
– Packing Meetings: TESLA focused on packing meetings together in terms of the
time interval between meetings in the same room. When a meeting ends, the room
is conditioned to a pre-defined environment. This built-up thermal momentum can
benefit later meetings scheduled in the same room in close proximity by reducing the number of changes of HVAC operations, which saves much more energy
(32.2%).

5.2 Lighting
Key assumptions The following assumptions are made in TESLA:
– The standard nominal values were used for the lighting configuration in spaces.
– When the room was occupied, the full (100%) lighting level was considered.
– When the room was unoccupied, 0% lighting level was considered.
Factors impacting lighting energy As shown in Figure 12, given the above assumptions, the lighting sources accounted for 37.5% of the overall energy savings. The entire energy savings are caused by different room size; specifically, TESLA focuses on
assigning meetings to smaller spaces while considering the number of meeting attendees, since a larger room requires more energy than a smaller room when occupied
for the same amount of time (see Figure 13).

5.3 Electronics
Key assumptions The following assumptions are made in TESLA:
– Assumed average number of devices in each room was considered to calculate
the correct energy consumption. 6
– When the room was occupied, 80% of the devices were used.
– When the room was unoccupied, 0% of the devices were used.
6 While evaluating TESLA, we considered the assumed average number of electronic devices including
the actual number of devices existing in each room as well as the average number of devices that people
bring with them.
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Fig. 15 Screenshot of online survey: people were asked to indicate their meeting requests and flexibility.

Factors impacting electronics energy As shown in Figure 12, given the above assumptions, the electronics accounted for 15.1% of the overall energy savings. The
entire energy savings are caused by different room size; specifically, TESLA focuses
on assigning meetings to smaller spaces while considering the number of meeting
attendees, since a larger room has more devices in the testbed building, and thus it
requires more energy than a smaller room when occupied for the same amount of
time (see Figure 13).
6 Human Subject Experiments
The goal of human subject experiments is to support the results provided in the previous section by answering several questions: (i) are people flexible in real situations?;
(ii) how flexible are people in modifying their requests?; (iii) will people in the identified key meetings actually agree to change their flexibility to contribute energy savings?; and (iv) what would be an effective way for an agent to persuade people? To
answer these, we measure the amount of reported flexibility change while varying
feedback about the energy usage.
We conducted two surveys on a pilot sample of participants (students on campus): (i) an online survey to understand flexibility of those who are using the testbed
building; and (ii) a survey to measure flexibility change due to messaging.
6.1 Survey for initial flexibility
We conducted an online survey to understand the flexibility of meeting attendees
(shown in Figure 15). The procedure to conduct this survey is as follows: we recruited
32 students who have used the meeting reservation system at the tested building and
their facilities. They filled out our survey, indicating meeting requests and flexibility.
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Table 8 Basic Profile Questionnaire
Question
Q1 . Gender?
Q2 . Position at USC?
Q3 . Age?
Q4 . How many times, on average, do you use
USC Leavey collaborative workrooms per week?
Q5 . How many meeting attendees, on average,
do you have?
Q6 . What is your average meeting time duration?
(in hour)
Q7 . How much do you consider energy savings
while requesting scheduling meetings?
Q8 . I consider myself an environmentalist.

Answer (Scale)
Male / Female
Undergraduate / Graduate / Staff / Faculty
20 or under / 21–25 / 26–30 / 31–35 /
36–40 / 41 or above
0 – 10 or more
1 – 10 or more
1 – 5 or more
1 (Do not consider at all) – 7 (Extremely consider)
1 (Disagree) – 7 (Agree)

Table 9 Survey I: Questionnaire

Assumption (A)

Question (Q)

Let us assume that you would like to schedule a meeting next week using the central meeting
reservation system, which is currently used at USC Leavey library.
Q1 . What is your preferred time range to start the meeting on each day of the week?
(Note: Please consider your actual class and other meeting constraints while answering this.)
Q2 . What locations do you prefer for your meeting among the rooms that you chosen?
For your information, the number in the parentheses indicates the maximum
capacity of each room.
(Note: Please try to answer this based on your past experience at USC Leavey library.)

(a) Time flexibility

(b) Location flexibility

Fig. 16 Diversity of people’s flexibility

We analyzed their profile including the details of their meeting requests and their
flexibility in terms of time and locations considering their real constraints. Tables 8
& 9 show a list of detailed questions in the questionnaire used during the survey.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the time and location flexibility. The x-axis
shows the discretized flexibility level and their corresponding frequency in percent-
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age is provided on the y-axis. People reported varied levels of time and location
flexibility. The average time flexibility (αT ) was 25.34% and the measured minimum
and maximum time flexibility were 9.86% and 42.86%, respectively. The average location flexibility (αL ) was 16.05% and its range was 0 to 38.24%. This survey result
clearly shows that people have fairly diverse flexibility levels and gives us the insight that there is a significant potential to conserve energy by exploiting scheduling
flexibility in TESLA.

6.2 Survey for requested flexibility
We conducted a second survey to understand what types of feedback are most effective to change flexibility while scheduling meetings. We consider two test conditions: (i) feedback without motivation (Test Group I) (e.g., if necessary, do you think
you will be able to provide more options in terms of time and location?), and (ii)
feedback with motivation including average flexibility provided, and environmental
motives (Test Group II) (e.g., on average, people who are using this system give 3–4
hour range for their available time on each day and 5–6 rooms for their available locations. This helps the system to compute more energy-efficient schedules that lead
to energy savings by about 30% at the testbed building, which is equivalent to $5,765
per year. Do you think you will be able to provide more options in terms of time and
location?). A more detailed list of questions is shown in Table 10.
Hypothesis 1 More informed feedback (provided to subjects in Test Group II) will
be more effective to conserve energy than feedback without motivation (Test Group
I).
To test the hypothesis above, we recruited 22 students with the same requirement
of the earlier survey. Subjects were randomly tested under two different conditions
when they accessed the online survey, and each test group had 11 individuals respectively.
Table 11 shows the average flexibility change in percentage (0–100%) of two test
groups. Thus, higher values indicate that more participants comply and increase their
scheduling flexibility to higher levels. When we provided more informed feedback
including environmental motives (Group II), participants tripled their flexibility increase percentage (17.12%). In Group I, participants only increase their flexibility
level by 5.15% on average. The difference is statistically significant and provides
strong evidence for the hypothesis (t-test; p < 0.01). This study shows that we can
conserve energy by investigating methods to improve motivation to conserve energy
by adjusting their flexibility.
In this trial study, we have learned that although occupants in commercial buildings do not have a direct financial incentive in saving energy, proper motivations can
achieve a higher compliance rate for the energy-related suggestion with a specific focus on their flexibility. This study specifically gives us the insights that there is a significant potential to conserve energy by investigating effective and tailored methods
to improve occupants’ motivation to conserve energy while handling energy-efficient
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Table 10 Survey II: Questionnaire

A.

Q.

Let us assume that you would like to schedule a meeting next week using the central meeting
reservation system, which is currently used at USC Leavey library.
Group I (Simple)
Q1 . What is your preferred time range to start the meeting on each day of the week?
(Note: Please consider your actual class and other meeting constraints while answering this. )
Q2 . What locations do you prefer for your meeting among the rooms that you chosen?
For your information, the number in the parentheses indicates the maximum capacity of each room.
(Note: Please try to answer this based on your past experience at USC Leavey library. )
On the previous page, you were asked about your preferred time and locations to schedule meetings.
Given your choice, please answer following questions.
Q3 . If necessary, do you think you will be able to provide more options in terms of time?
If so, for each day of the week, what will be your extended available time range for your meeting?
If you do not think you will be able to provide additional options, please skip this question.
(Note: Please consider your actual class and other meeting constraints while answering this. )
Q4 . Likewise, what additional locations would you consider for your meeting?
If you do not think you will be able to provide additional options, please skip this question.
For your information, the number in the parentheses indicates the maximum capacity of each room.
(Note: Please try to answer this based on your past experience at USC Leavey library. )
Group II (Complex)
Q1 . What is your preferred time range to start the meeting on each day of the week?
(Note: Please consider your actual class and other meeting constraints while answering this. )
Q2 . What locations do you prefer for your meeting among the rooms that you chosen?
For your information, the number in the parentheses indicates the maximum capacity of each room.
(Note: Please try to answer this based on your past experience at USC Leavey library. )
On the previous page, you were asked about your preferred time and locations to schedule meetings.
Given your choice, please answer following questions.
Q3 . If necessary, do you think you will be able to provide more options in terms of time?
If so, for each day of the week, what will be your extended available time range for your meeting?
If you do not think you will be able to provide additional options, please skip this question.
On average, people who are using this system give 3–4 hr range for their available time on each day.
This helps the system to compute more energy-efficient schedules that lead to energy savings by
about 30% at USC Leavey library, which is equivalent to $5,765 per year.
(Note: Please consider your actual class and other meeting constraints while answering this. )
Q4 . Likewise, what additional locations would you consider for your meeting?
If you do not think you will be able to provide additional options, please skip this question.
For your information, the number in the parentheses indicates the maximum capacity of each room.
On average, people who are using this system choose 5–6 rooms for their available locations.
This helps the system to compute more energy-efficient schedules that lead to energy savings by
about 20% at USC Leavey library, which is equivalent to $3,845 per year.
(Note: Please try to answer this based on your past experience at USC Leavey library. )

scheduling problems. However, at the same time, in order to deploy our TESLA system in the real-world while keeping people in the loop, we have a number of research
challenges that have to be addressed. Most notably, in a commercial setup where people do not have a direct financial incentive to save energy, a different incentive mechanism to effectively motivate them and keep them as active participants in energy
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Table 11 Flexibility manipulation with various feedback (%)
Average amount of flexibility change

Group I
5.15

Group II
17.12

saving activities might potentially be required; determining the importance of such
mechanisms or if they are needed in the first place is a topic for future work [1, 3, 8,
11, 45]. Over time, people will be able to observe the impact of their input (e.g., flexibility) while scheduling meetings and whether or not people engaged with TESLA on
a day-to-day basis will provide flexibility to the extent they could remains to be determined. Thus, while this paper has provided a critical first step in flexibility-based
energy savings, and provided algorithms to accomplish such savings, a future implementation will need to take the next step to investigate topics such as motivation and
incentives.
7 Related Work
TESLA differs from previous work given its focus on: (i) commercial buildings
(whereas significant previous work [4, 17, 27, 33, 36, 37, 46] has focused on residential buildings; (ii) comfort-based energy-efficient incremental scheduling using an
SMILP; and (iii) identifying key meetings for effectively adjusting people’s scheduling flexibility. Furthermore, TESLA is evaluated on real meeting data (over 110,000
meetings and events) that have been collected from more than 500 rooms in nine educational buildings at USC and SMU. This combination of research contributions sets
our work apart from previous research.
Energy Systems and Scheduling: Multiagent systems have been considered to provide sustainable energy for buildings and smart grid management. Stein et al. [37]
introduced a novel online mechanism that schedules the allocation of an expiring
and continuously-produced resource to self-interested agents with private preferences
while focusing on the fairness using pre-commitment in the smart grid domain, which
is not directly applicable in commercial buildings. Miller et al. [27] investigated how
the optimal dispatch problem in the smart grid can be framed as a decentralized agentbased coordination problem and presented a novel decentralized message passing
algorithm. Their work was empirically evaluated in large networks using real distribution network data. In addition, [17] addressed research challenges to optimally
schedule charging plug-in Electric Vehicles (EVs) in the smart grid.
To model and optimize building energy consumption, Mamidi et al. [24] developed smart sensing and adaptive energy management agents to decrease energy consumptions by HVACs in buildings. They showed that in the educational building,
these sensor agents can be used to accurately estimate the number of occupants in
each room and predict future occupancy relying on machine learning to intelligently
control HVAC systems. This work can be used for enhancing TESLA by incorporating user occupancy data into our system to more effectively determine key meetings.
Ramchurn et al. [33] considered more complex deferrable loads and managing comfort in the residential buildings. There has been other work focusing on scheduling of
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home appliances considering user preferences [4, 36, 46]. In particular, they consider
inferred user’s preferred usage profile while scheduling home appliances in residential buildings, which is considered as a fixed constraint. Our work is different as it
does not only maximize energy savings while considering users’ preferences, but also
effectively interacts with users to change their flexibility to achieve further energy
savings. More recently, there has been some work focusing on energy-aware scheduling in commercial buildings [23]. The authors only consider the HVAC systems and
ignore other significant energy consumers such as lighting and electronics in commercial buildings while optimizing schedules based on the given fixed constraints.
TESLA is different by focusing on an energy-oriented scheduling while considering
major energy consumers (HVACs, lighting and electronics) together in commercial
buildings. TESLA also identifies key meetings for flexibility change, an aspect that
is missing in this previous work.
Wainer et al. [43] presented a set of protocols for scheduling a meeting among
agents that represent their respective user’s interests and evaluated the suggested protocols while handling meeting scheduling problems. The objective in their work is
to find the optimal protocol to reach agreement among agents, which does not explicitly account for energy. In our own previous work [20, 21], we consider meeting
(re)location problems by exchanging messaging among agents. Although that work
focused on minimizing energy consumption, it relied on the reactive scheduling and
no flexibility model nor key meetings were considered.
In a multiagent community, there has been a significant amount of work that has
focused on meeting/event scheduling based on the distributed constraint optimization
(DCOP) formulation [22, 40]. They provide distributed scheduling frameworks that
are limited to dynamic scheduling problems. In addition, they focused on scheduling
meetings without energy considerations. TESLA differs from their work as it explicitly aims to conserve energy while scheduling incrementally/dynamically arriving
requests.
Online scheduling techniques have been investigated to handle incremental requests considering temporal flexibility [12, 31]. Our work is different by focusing on
energy-oriented scheduling in commercial buildings while allowing people to play a
part in optimizing the operation in the building.
Social Influence in Human Subject Studies: We leverage insights from social psychology in understanding and designing reliable and accurate human behavior models. Wood and Neal [45] have studied the potential of interventions to reduce energy
consumption and they have shown that it not only helps to change workplace energy
consumption but also to establish energy use habits that maintain over time. Anderson et al. [3] have investigated social influence in energy use behavior, which can
be used for enhancing TESLA to effectively change people’s preferences and energy
behaviors to conserve energy. Abrahmase et al. [1] reviewed 38 interventions aimed
at reducing household energy consumption, and they concluded that normative feedback about energy use is the most promising strategy for reducing and maintaining
low consumption. However, it focused on residential environments, which is different
from our work. In a recent study, Carrico and Riemer [8] provided monthly normative
feedback via email to occupants of a commercial building about their own buildings’
energy use in comparison with other similar buildings. Faruqui et al. [11] reviewed
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past experiments and pilot projects to evaluate the effect of in-home displays (IHDs)
on energy consumption. Our work is different because we simultaneously consider
multiple criteria including energy consumption and occupant comfort level.
In social psychology, there has been a significant amount of work to figure out
the correlation between irritation/distraction factors and persuasion. McCullough and
Ostrom [25] and Cacioppo and Petty [7] discussed that message repetition would increase positive attitudes in a situation where highly similar communications are used
and showed that there is a positive relationship between the number of presentations
and attitude from general social psychology perspectives. Focusing on a commercial
advertisement, Pechmann and Stewart [30] predicted the effectiveness of different
strategies on advertising and examined the effects of message repetition on attitude
changes. In addition, Baron et al. [5] discussed that distractions affect behavior decisions, but they are more or less effective in increasing persuasion depending upon
whether people can easily ignore the distraction. TESLA could benefit from these
studies as they give us a deep understanding regarding an effective interaction mechanism design between TESLA and users.

8 Conclusion
This paper focused on energy savings in commercial buildings, and started with the
observation that meetings play a significant role in this energy consumption. The
key contribution of this paper is not just our agent TESLA, but also importantly,
TESLA’s analysis of real-world data — 32,000 meetings from the University of
Southern California (USC), and 80,000 meetings from the Singapore Management
University (SMU) — to show the power of flexibility. TESLA’s promise of energy
savings is rooted in this real data, and illustrates that significant energy savings comes
not from imposing any complex interaction protocol on humans, but from the simple
action of providing schedule flexibility. More specifically, this paper provided four
key contributions. First, TESLA provided online scheduling algorithms to solve a
stochastic mixed integer linear program (SMILP) while considering the diversity of
people’s flexibility for energy-efficient scheduling of incrementally/dynamically arriving meetings and events. Second, TESLA also included an algorithm to effectively
identify key meetings that lead to significant energy savings by adjusting their flexibility. Third, this paper provides an explanation of why TESLA works by presenting extensive analysis on the energy savings achieved by TESLA. Lastly, surveys of
real users were provided indicating that TESLA’s savings can be realized in practice.
We showed that, compared to the current systems, TESLA can substantially reduce
the overall energy consumption. Although we have focused on evaluating TESLA in
commercial buildings, TESLA can be applied to general scheduling domains where
schedule flexibility plays a key role for conserving energy such as home appliance
scheduling in residential buildings or resource scheduling for manufacturing systems.
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